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Abstract

This paper provides reflection on the journey of completing a PhD by using emergent themes that occurred in supervision sessions as recorded in a reflective journal. The paper highlights the need to reflect and accept decisions that can be challenging. The paper also indicates examples where past understandings are questioned and newer insights have to be explored. A conclusion related to accepting responsibility for what happens as a consequence of supervision sessions is debated. Finally a new insight into identity is arrived at.
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Introduction

A PhD is often considered to be a journey (McCulloch 2013), a journey that builds new knowledge and extends existing knowledge by use of original approaches and ways of writing (Trafford & Leshem 2009; Wellington 2010). It is a journey undertaken by a candidate for a PhD – a candidate who requires a sponsor in the form of a supervisor (and co-traveller). The knowledge gained over the journey depends on the route taken, and to what extent this is: predetermined; whether detours and other changes are allowed; and ultimately on how decisions are made and by whom, about schedules and routes. In this case we recount a journey undertaken which reframed original thoughts emergent through supervision, and identified factors that aided the development of academic identity. We aim to present over the next few pages an account of our experiences, hopefully to inform others (supervisees’ and supervisors’) understanding of the ebb and flow of influences experienced by both a supervisee and a supervisor in the development of the student, and their thesis by use of supervision; thus providing a form of vicarious experience of such a journey. The use of ‘I’ refers to the first author in the following pages.

Reflective debate

This paper was originally written as part of the preface for my thesis. However, after discussion with my co-author, it has been modified to stand alone, hopefully as a credible piece of advice for people
either considering embarking on the journey that I had just completed, or that may be struggling with a transition to doctoral level ways of working.

Over many years I have used both supervision and reflection in clinical nursing practice and my academic career. I have come to know that I am generally self-sufficient and don’t lack drive, and am pragmatic in my approach to most things. I consider supervision as a process where dominant ideas are candidly challenged, and reflection used as a tool to unpack thoughts associated with ideas that seem to have no simple solution. I hope that readers will reflect on our commentary and be able to learn from it, as we did whilst experiencing it. The lessons I learned from reflecting on supervision were a catalyst for personal and professional development. It made me focus on my identity, and led to me developing an understanding of the personal, relational and contextual factors involved in creating an academic identity (see Lieff et al. 2012), whilst engaging in supervision.

A PhD is a journey, and one that I feel changes people. Looking back from the start and comparing my thoughts to now, I am a different person with a developing new academic identity. I came to see that Snyder (1997) was correct in asserting that the development of an academic identity is probably a career long process, but probably influenced by the supervision I received. Looking back, I was not fully aware of the breadth and depth of understanding that I was going to develop and the level of hard work that gaining such an understanding would entail. I hadn’t realised perhaps how much I knew about a few specific areas of healthcare and life, and the false confidence that this gave me. I can now see that I was aware of how as an academic, at this stage of my life, I had come ‘to be’ (academic ontology, Quigley 2011) but had a faulty awareness of how as an academic I would come to know (academic epistemology, Quigley 2011). As Watson and Thompson (2006) suggested, knowledge is often seen as a product of a technical process rather than intellectual work; and up to this point in my career, I had immersed myself in the technical aspects of health and care, seeing things as a third party. Reflecting on these practices and technical aspects with a fresh insight started the development of an understanding of my identity (see Wenger 1998) as it was to emerge.

One of the first things that we feel is of importance to anyone embarking on the PhD pathway is the development of an understanding of supervision, reflection, and how they influence thinking. It is clear that from the outset of my supervision, gentle prompts to read texts that I would not have naturally read or referred to were made. Many ‘Good Practice’ articles for PhD supervisors argue for agreement on style of supervision (Manchester Metropolitan University 2009); however, what this ultimately turns out to be may be something, as in my case, to be emergent and only arrived at after
many sessions using various approaches. We agreed that supervision needed to be fluid and responsive to both the supervisee’s and supervisor’s current circumstances. Essentially, through supervision, fixed thoughts were questioned and were sensitively explored by looking at alternate viewpoints. I can see that care was taken not to overly guide me too much in the way of the supervisor’s view, but to try to make me decide on the path to follow. I had to accept responsibility for any decisions made from the supervision. Initially this checked my self-confidence, as I arrived at the start of the study with specific coping strategies, probably linked to past experiences of being a student under supervision. Such past experiences, I can see, were probably quite paternalistic, with past supervisors being seen as experts. The challenge made on me from supervision was that I was to be the expert at some point and that I would need to demonstrate this to others. I came to see that my supervision led to what Mackinnon (2004) had discussed; developing the right conditions for the creation of good quality scholarship and scholars (p397).

In many ways I feel that good scholarship is linked to outputs. Supervision did focus on ‘outputs’. This was both in the form of publications but also on the impact my studies had on health care and on who and what I taught. An important point that I learned was to relook at what I presently did and to identify gaps in the evidence that I was using for my teaching, research and practice. This relooking at what I did seemed a simple task, yet I hadn’t realised that pedagogically I was focusing on a narrow range of sources of evidence. These sources of evidence were all similar in nature; and reinforced rather than questioned my viewpoint. In many ways I discovered that supervision presents challenges not only from a supervisor, but also from your own reflections of the themes emergent from supervision.

Supervision sessions were not only a one to one event, occasionally it was a team approach with my associate supervisor also attending. Here, at times, conflicts happened, with debates and discussions related to the best way forward in relation to the style and manner of research approach. My supervisors would adopt differing viewpoints, perhaps playing Devil’s advocate, but presenting me with the decision on how to proceed. It would have been easy to just go along with one or the other, but this was my research and I understood that both were correct, yet both incorrect for me. I had to come to terms with accepting the responsibility for not falling into one camp or another. I didn’t have to sit on the fence. Much of what would need to be done hinged on my view and my personal philosophy. However, it was following one such meeting that I followed one of the suggestions to read even wider and I was guided towards the work of Hesse-Biber and Leavy (2010) and an emergent methodological approach. My reading of this work led me to reinterpret my
research and create something that I finally believed was different and novel. It became clear that supervision was a narrative that I had to interpret; and act on what I felt best fitted my viewpoint.

Such advice led me to see the utility of a mixture of methods in the same study, but for it not to be a ‘mixed methods design’ (as the level of integration from stages was limited – see Tashakkori and Creswell 2007). It also enabled me to understand how the bringing together of differing sorts of evidence (see Wibberley 2012) and the deliberate layering of information (see Rambo Ronai 1995) could be used. This emergent perspective enabled me to consider threading different types of research into an understandable practical whole. At this time I was unaware of other PhD students that had done this in their theses; thus without exemplars, this seemed to me at the time to be risky, as I was putting my faith in a methodology that was new to me and seemed to have limited evidence for its utility for doctoral study. It is at such points in time that an element of trust between supervisee and supervisor is required, that the journey will end at an acceptable destination – trust that perhaps is easier to engender if the supervisor is known to have undertaken such journeys before.

Exploring emergent methodology in supervision was something where disagreement ensued, but with an air of accepting responsibility. I personally feel that without such open debates and disagreements, I would neither have developed my own academic identity nor developed such an understanding of research and practice as I finally did. Without the debate potentially a rather sterile and unfulfilling thesis would have emerged, although perhaps more rapidly. The resolution of these disagreements also allowed the emergence of different pieces of work; so one of my supervisors wrote a piece with me based more on his interpretation, rather than my own (Wibberley & Murphy 2016). This in itself was enlightening for both of us, and helped to establish and resolve issues around intellectual ownership and academic responsibility.

I started to see that the role I played in supervision, was one where I made decisions about my own work; and that required me to be more active in driving my thesis forward. There was also a role in considering and prioritising papers for publication; and in so doing encouraging not only myself to read more widely, but also my supervisors. One of the major outcomes of the later stages of reflecting on the influences of supervision, was the realisation that the papers written during earlier stages of the research, were written at, and so were of, that time. Looking back, we would probably write one of them differently (Murphy, Fatoye & Wibberley 2013) - as a consequence of the new
learning made later on the journey of supervision. This highlighted the development of each of us, and my growing ability to identify different perspectives and different ways to present findings. This awareness of presenting evidence in various ways was undoubtedly influenced by the use of co-authorship with my supervisors through doctoral supervision. Such co-authorship is seen as enabling and crafting PhD students in the scholarly art of publishing, and a means to enhance the robustness and know-how of emergent scholars (Kamler 2008, p283).

Reflecting further, the development of my own academic identity through PhD supervision was, in my view, probably a consequence of being exposed to divergent views on research; and being supported to explore different avenues of investigation, including less conventional pathways. In so doing it enabled me to fully understand the demands of a PhD and all four of the QAA criteria for doctoral level study (see Table 1). It also enabled me to produce a thesis that reflected my personal pragmatic philosophy, in line with Dewey’s (1933) and Rorty’s (1979) naturalistic philosophy. Importantly it re-emphasised the way that the combination of supervision, reflection and the use of texts, reinforced my understanding of philosophy and the need for questions to drive practice research forward.

Supervision led to me taking further risks. Although I was confident that if I was driving myself into a cul-de-sac, my supervisors would have mentioned something, I now had to be true to my emergent methodology and reflect on how I had ‘come to be’ (Barnett 2007). Encouragement to look at my experiences and to write about them in an auto-ethnographic way began to enable me to tie loose ends together; and so to better understand how I was changing as a person, and to help remove self-imposed ‘blinders’, focusing on myself in order to widen my view (see Ellis 2004). This led to self-questioning of my personal philosophy and the realisation that I was developing as an academic, not being manufactured into one. I also became aware I was learning a valuable lesson as a potential future supervisor: as Pearson & Brew (2002) noted “it is important that ... supervisors expand their repertoire of skills ... enabling supervisors to become adaptable ... supervisors have to extend their understanding of the nature of research and supervisory practice in order to deal with variations in ... learning and career goals of different students” (Pearson & Brew 2002 p 143).

Conclusion
As with all reflections, analysis is needed with regard to what we now know. Firstly we can see that it is important to try differing ways of supervising; but to fairly quickly identify the most suitable for all at that time. Importantly, however one standard way should not be imposed and set in stone.
Secondly supervision needs to generate debate and at times allow conflict to occur. Such conflicts need to have a constructive basis; importantly no party should feel disempowered by such debate. Ultimately there is a need for trust on all sides and an understanding of genuineness in regard to motives. The decision on how to move forward, having taken account of differing perspectives lies with the supervisee and responsibility to reflect and generate subsequent actions is their own responsibility – a responsibility that should be accepted not only by the supervisee, but also the supervisor(s). This requires a degree of academic maturity in all those involved; and it is growing into such academic maturity that is in our view a major part of the doctoral journey.

My identity has shifted as a result of the supervision sessions. Besides having a new insight into research processes and methodologies, I can see that I have had to become more self-reliant and organised. I have become more questioning of colleagues and more confident in standing my ground about something I feel is important. I feel people see me for the parts I can play in research rather than a role I can adopt. I have come to see that research projects can benefit from my contribution rather than me benefiting from the research project.

A final thing that I feel I need to share is that to the student the PhD feels like it is your life; however, it is not. Everything and everyone continue around you and deserve attention and respect. This includes the work you do and the relationships you have. Talking to others, I am aware that a supervisor relationship can be a fragile thing that can go horribly wrong for some, but I feel that it is up to the supervisee to identify this early on and be strong enough to either change the relationship or the manner of the relationship before it creates a negative influence.
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**Table 1**: Descriptor for qualifications at Doctoral (D) level: Doctoral degree [Quality Assurance Agency - The Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland (FHEQ) (second edition, revised August 2008)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>the creation and interpretation of new knowledge, through original research or other advanced scholarship, of a quality to satisfy peer review, extend the forefront of the discipline, and merit publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii</td>
<td>a systematic acquisition and understanding of a substantial body of knowledge which is at the forefront of an academic discipline or area of professional practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii</td>
<td>the general ability to conceptualise, design and implement a project for the generation of new knowledge, applications or understanding at the forefront of the discipline, and to adjust the project design in the light of unforeseen problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>a detailed understanding of applicable techniques for research and advanced academic enquiry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>